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This collection of essays, speeches & articles introduces Voices of Africa, using Green Economics as a Beacon of hope for Africa and includes original and new, ground breaking perspectives, stories, analysis and discussions from Africa and development to the general reader!

Offering perspectives from people all over Africa, from a variety of backgrounds, showing Africa’s perspectives using Green Economics approach. This book is well suited for students, campaigners, policy makers, & anyone with an interest in development, issues and social, economical and political situation in Africa. The voices from Africa, provide a unique perspective, analysis and discussion of views and really robust and useful insights.

Book Overview: 5 parts. No. of pages 250 approx.

Part 1: Introduction: Green Economic Model (GEM) for Africa; Greening the Academy
Part 2: Global Environmental Change: The South African Millennium Dilemma: Sustainable Development; Climate Change, Sustainable Development and Poverty reduction; Negative Carbon and the Green Power Fund
Part 3: Corruption and Political Change: Denying Oil Exploitation and Corruption in the Niger Delta
Part 4: Equality: Determinants and Impacts of Poverty in Nigeria
Part 5: Case Studies: Green Development Paradigms; Agricultural practices; Community forestry, an innovative concept developed; Green Economics in Action; General Equilibrium: Empirical evidence in football; Mineral exploitation; The Concept of Development; Green economics working for elephants and people
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Green Economics – a Beacon of hope for Africa
Africa needs technological support, capital and also new ways of thinking, Green Economics is being used as an effective solution right across the continent from countries as diverse as Egypt, Ethiopia, Nigeria and South Africa. This book charts the story of the emerging success of these ideas of change in ecology, society, economics and policy making. The reader is provided with the latest news about Africa’s new innovations, its green projects and its agricultural progress and challenges as well as its unique innovations. For example Ethiopia’s Commodity Exchange (ECX) is one of the ground breaking changes in the field of agriculture, transforming the growth and development of that country. ECX aims to facilitate all individuals that are involved in the marketplace – the farmer, trader, the market as a whole and the consumer.

Today, news about Africa has been predominantly composed of hunger, poverty, child mortality or famine. So how do we move from this situation towards the development of a new Africa? The editors of the book suggest that one of the main reasons why many African economies are struggling is partly due to the lack of technology, an inadequate supply of capital and other factors such as cultivable land and labour.

“We need a new light, a mechanism whereby Africa’s great power can be better used, and this book introduces Green Economics as the new ‘Beacon of Hope,’ in the words of African voices themselves.” Mahelet Alemayehu Mekonnen

Green Economics is a tool for countries in Africa to implement its mechanisms and systems in order to increase their economic, social and environmental power, sustainability and survivability. Africa needs the very latest ideas and innovations to meet the diverse challenges of the future and to avoid the exploitation by others of its wonderful resources – including people, land, minerals, wildlife, biodiversity, history and cultures, and use them for its own benefit and that of its peoples. Implementing Green Economics takes a real step towards this goal.

Editors’ Biographies:

Mahelet Alemayehu Mekonnen is an Ethiopian economist, qualified in economics and political science at Richmond The American University in London. She now heads up our Africa team from Ethiopia interested in the Brain Drain from Africa and Africas development and new confidence and agriculture. She is economics advisor for the management team. She is a firm believer in education and believes in tackling one of the most important problems we are facing in the global world, particularly the issue of climate change and inequality towards women. Her work relates to examining large projects and questions of sustainability and development.

Dr. Chidi Magnus Onuoha is a Development Economist, Lecturer, Author and Policy Analyst. He served as a Research Expert during the United Nations Industrial Organization (UNIDO)/Institute of African Studies, Oxford University, UK, collaborative effort on the survey of Nigeria’s manufacturing sector in 2004. He is a Member: of Climate Change Roundtable of Nigeria’s Federal Ministry of Environment; of Editorial Board of an International Journal of Green Economics. He is presently the Executive Director, Green Economics Nigeria He has also delivered research papers nationally and internationally, among them are: Sustainable Development and Poverty Reduction in Nigeria (July, 2008) and Economics of Green Wall Sahara Program (Nov2008). His major research interest includes Poverty, Green Economics, and Fiscal Issues and currently researching on Africa: The Making of a Green Economy.

Miriam Kennet is Director and co-founder of the Green Economics Institute and the founder and Editor of the International Journal of Green Economics. She is a member of the Environmental Change Institute, Oxford University. She is editor and author of 100s of articles, book chapters and books in many languages. Miriam recently was named as one of the 100 most powerful unseen women making change globally by a poverty charity.

Amana Winchester was a local Parish Councilor. She has a strong interest in and is very active in sustainability. She is qualified in Geography and Anthropology, and is an experienced teacher and lecturer in Geographical methods and pedagogy and education in the primary school at Oxford Brookes University.

Judith Felton has been an editor with the Green Economics Institute for several years, producing numerous volumes, journals, proceedings and books. Her background is in healthcare and she works as a complementary therapist. She is interested in the Buddhist approach to Green Economics.
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